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Overview of FUZZY Logic 
DESCRIBE CONTROL FACTORS: 
SPEED: stoppedlvery slowlslowlfastlvery fast 
Distance to DESTINATION: atlvery near/near/far/very far 
RULES: 
1. i f  SPEED is slow and DESTINATION is very near 
then medium BRAKE 
2. if SPEED is very slow and DESTINATION is very near 
then medium BRAKE 
3. if SPEED is very slow and DESTINATION is at 
then full BRAKE 
I 
10. i f  SPEED is slow and DESTINATION is very far 
then medium THROTTLE 
ACTIONS: 
BRAKE: n~/~Iight/rnedium/fuII 
THROTTLE: nolslig htlmediumlfull 

if SPEED is slow and 
DESTINATION is near 
then medium BRAKE 
FUZZY logic: Combining Conditions 
1. I if ..,..... then medium BRAKE 1 75% 
2. ( If ........ then medium BRAKE I 
I medium BRAKE 
t(A) = m a ~ (  t (A), t (A) ) 
R1 R2 . 
FUZZY logic: Combining Actions 
1. if ............. medium BRAKE 75% 
2. if ............. medium BRAKE 10% 
............ 10. if no BRAKE 
slight BRAKE 
FUZZY logic: defuzzification ----- averaging 
Apt 
switch off 
switch on 
switch off 
FUZZY logic: defuzzification ---- most likely 
FUZZY inference is a general method 
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Example of FUZZY diagnostic system 
AIRCRAFT ENGINE-FAULT DIAGNOSTIC SYSTEM (CHINA) 
4 12 subsystems 
4 800 factors 
4 600 faults 
4 89% successful in 3000 test cases 
5 minutes computation 
I 
I 
I I Effective and 1 
user-friendly 
Development 
Environment 
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AeronauticsIAstronautics 
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EASY TO DESIGN 
EASY TO ADJUST 
POSSIBLE TO ON-LINE EDIT 
INCOMPLETE KNOWLEDGE 
INCOMPATABLE RULES 
ROBUSTNESS ,- I 
t 
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Application areas: 
- 
MAKE COMPLICATED SYSTEMS 
EASIER AND 
SOLVE OPEN PROBLEMS 
Airlground traffic control 
Multi-variate diagnostics 
Chemical Engineering 
Qverview of FUZZY Logic .*. . . .  
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SINGLE-CHIP T STAND-ALONE GENERAL-PURPOSE CHIP FUZZY CONTROLLER 
CONTROLLER (added to host computer) (with CPU, llnked 
very low cost 2 high performance into network) 
Laundry machines Automobiles Manufacturing 
Air conditioners Trains centers 
Video cameras Robots 
servo motors Assembly lines Diagnostic 
b Smart bombs systems 
Simplicity of Computation 
- 
/ UNIFIED FRAMEWORK 3 
FOR 
CONVENTIONAL (BINARY) LOGIC 
AND 
FUZZY LOGIC 
EASY TO ADD 
PROTECTIVE RULES 
(TO AVOID FATAL SITUATIONS) 
INTERPOLATION 
FINITE ELEMENT METHOD 
I 
LINEARINON-LINEAR 
PROGRAMMING 
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Evaluation of Power Consumpton and Run Time 
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